Introduction
As a non-statutory NHS organisation and a Local Leadership Academy, we are required to adhere to
NHS Identity regulations within all communications materials including the placement of provider
logos and branding.
It is important that our providers understand that when working with the NHS Leadership Academy
North East, they must adhere to the guidelines mentioned, which can be found further through this
document.
Therefore, all branding and materials used at all events and/or programmes, whatever the size, must
be provided by the NHS Leadership Academy North East, further details of how this can be applied
can be found in this document.
Should you have any queries relating to any of the information in this document, then please speak to
Sarah Knowles, Business Manager on:
Email: sarah.knowles4@nhs.net
Telephone: 0191 372 8616

Following the brand
All materials produced must follow these brand guidelines.
It’s important that our brand is used consistently to ensure
that the Academy’s brand is recognisable throughout all
we do. This includes:
 Colour palette
 The NHS lozenge
 The Leadership Academy ribbon
 Font

Colour palette
Our primary and secondary colour palettes are derived from the main NHS identity palette.
Breakdowns of each are shown below. Tints of these can be used within your designs. The use of
these colours MUST follow the NHS colour balance shown on the next page.

Colour balance
The NHS colour balance ensures
all materials produced by NHS
organisations looks like part of the
overarching NHS brand.
Maintaining the correct colour
balance also ensures our personal
brand remains consistent and clear.
This colour hierarchy should be
followed at all times.
For full NHS identity guidance, see:
www.england.nhs.uk/nhsidentity/ide
ntity-guidelines/colours

The NHS Lozenge and ribbon
The NHS lozenge must appear on all items produced.
It should always sit top right. On a coloured background
the logo must appear in it’s ‘white-out’ version. If used
on a white background, the lozenge must be blue, with
black text, as shown below.

Font
Frutiger
Frutiger is the official typeface family used by the NHS. It is fresh, legible and modern. Our brand
uses only the ‘Light’ and ‘Roman’ weights to maintain the modern feel and visually relate back to the
national parent brand.
All text should be in ‘Frutiger Light’ and left-aligned. Important headings, key quotes and email and
web addresses can be highlighted by using ‘Frutiger Roman.’ You can also change the colour of
highlighted text if necessary to provide extra distinction.
Only use ‘Frutiger Light Italic’ or ‘Frutiger Italic’ when absolutely necessary.

Arial
When Frutiger is not available, NHS brand guidelines stipulate that Arial should be used. This font
may need to be used for web projects or if using word processing and presentation software.

Written communications
In written communications we always write our name out in full in the first
Instance. For example:
“The NHS Leadership Academy North East is proud to announce...”
We would never write:
“NELA is proud to announce...”
“The Academy is proud to announce...”

Following the first reference, it is acceptable to talk about 'the Academy'
instead of writing it out in full again:
“Welcome to the first NHS Leadership Academy North East Prospectus, we hope
you find it useful. This year, the Academy has been working hard to...”

Applying the brand
The designs bel ow give guidance on how our brand could be applied to other items:

